SAVE TIME WITH AUTOMATIC,
STREAMLINED PROCESSES
Integrates Dynamics 365 with your desired courier

ShipGuru

Real-time
information

Secure Cloud
Storage

Provident Ticket
Support with
Customers

Cover all
Shipping Options

Manage Multiple
Shipping and Delivery
Service

Track Carrier
Service Essentials

Prompt Delivery
Data Access

Automatic Notification of
Delivery Occurrences

INSURE TRACK &
TRACE VISIBILITY

Multi-Mode Integration and Tracking:
Delivering convenience in today’s omnichannel world.
ShipGuru precisely integrates Dynamics 365 with the major shipping services
including UPS, FedEx, USPS, DHL etc. ShipGuru gives you the key functionality
that you need to make shipping and packing a hassle-free part of your business.
ShipGuru is packed with features that make everything easier from identifying
what items are in which packages for real-time tracking to making returns a snap
for customers. It’s easy to implement and easy to manage.

60%
LESS HUMAN INTERACTION
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Create order and
select your desired
courier in D365

Track order directly
from Dynamics 365

Proactive updates
to customer on timing
and location of delivery

Happy customer
receives package as
expected

Intelligent Integration and shipping
for Microsoft Dynamics 365
Finance & Operations
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations is a
complete web based ERP that comes up with all required
features for the organization from finance and operations.
Being one of the leading partners of Microsoft D365,
AXGuru has made some additional features on top of
D365 platform leveraging the power of D365.
Looking ahead, we will continue to maintain a sharp
focus on our guiding principles and commitment to
innovate, improve and extend the product in the
markets we serve today.

INTEGRATE WITH TOP SHIPPING COMPAINES

You want to send your goods internationally, so we are providing you top International shipping companies like

KEY FEATURES
Multiple Shipping Services
ShipGuru provides multiple shipping
and delivery services integration with
Microsoft© Dynamics 365 inventory and
warehouse management.

Variety of Shipping Options
A strong indicator of a reliable freight
shipping provider is the availability of
shipping choices. Dependable providers
will offer a multitude of options.
When a freight company offers various
services, more of your business needs
can be handled under one roof.

Support Ticket Management
A support ticket system allows users to
communicate issues quickly and
efficiently without having to pick up the
phone. Tickets can be created to resolve
issues such as lost or damaged shipments
or system feature requests.

ShipGuru.net

One Window Logistics Solution
We are providing one Window Logistics
Solution, from Inventory until delivery, all
processes included in a single window.

Cloud Storage
As a web-based solution, you’ll never
have to worry about installing or
configuring new software or third party
web controls or paying for expensive
servers.

Returns Management
With ShipGuru you control the entire
journey of the workflow, from point of
sale to delivery and returns. Customers
can log onto the portal and access the
simple ‘Return Your Order’ function to
print off a label and return directly to
the retailer.

24/7 Dashboard Access
Your data is live 24/7 and so should
your dashboards. Modern dashboard
software should provide you 365/24/7
access from wherever you are.

Real-Time information
ShipGuru provides real time information: Price shipments at creation,
management reports, KPIs, revenues,
costs, transaction logs, etc. All this
information is available at your
fingertips 24/7.

Shipment Types
ShipGuru covers multiple shipment
type such as:
• Mail
• Pallet
• Parcel
• Own Driver
• Same Day
• Returns
• National
• International

+1 334 479 8609
info@shipguru.net

